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Month 

% 
Quarter 

% 
6 months 

% 
1 year 

% 

 
2 years 
% p.a 

Since 
Inception^ 

% p.a. 

Sigma Emerging Companies Fund* 1.7 (4.7) 2.3 (9.0) 3.7 3.0 

S&P/ASX Small Ord. Accumulation Index 1.9 (4.1) 3.6 (2.8) 2.5 (0.0) 

Value added (detracted) 0.1 (0.6) (1.3) (6.2) 1.2 3.0 

*Gross Performance. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. ^Since Inception: 10
th
 October 2012 

Key points 

 Small Caps expected to outperform as risk premia ease 

 Cyclical sectors expected to benefit as earnings bottom and risk appetite increases  

 Fund positioned for cyclical re-rating and away from lower return defensives 

 
Individual stock performance of note 

The Fund outperformed a rising small cap market in July. 

Stock contributors included consumer travel company, 

Webjet (+38%) post a strong sales update and earlier 

guidance confirmed, Yowie Group (+28%) continued to run 

strongly (up 64%) since announcing the Walmart distribution 

deal in June, while Australian Careers Network (+27%) 

performed strongly after announcing they would beat 

prospectus guidance as a result of stronger than expected 

student numbers. A fall in small cap index heavy weight 

Liquefied Natural Gas (-16%) contributed in a relative sense. 

Resource companies Alacer Gold (-14%) and Saracen 

Minerals (-11) fell in response to a falling gold price (-7%) 

while Panaromic Resources (-12%) was lower as Nickel 

prices weakened (-6.5%). Contractors Programme 

Maintenance (-14%), Transfield (-9%) and significant Fund 

overweights ERM Power (-7%) and Tox Free Solutions (-4%) 

were all weaker on no news. The absence of Veda Group 

(+10%) impacted in a relative sense. 

Economic developments and markets 

The S&P/ASX 300 Accumulation Index returned +4.3% in 

July, recovering some of the 5.3% decline registered in June 

(CYTD +7.6%). The Market ex-Resources (+5.5%) 

outperformed Resources (-2.0%) led by Healthcare (+9.4%), 

Consumer Staples (+7.5%) & Insurance (+6.8%). The Small 

Ordinaries Accumulation Index underperformed the 

S&P/ASX100 by -3.0%. The Small Industrials Accumulation 

Index and the Small Resources Accumulation index also 

underperformed their respective S&P/ASX100 counterparts 

by -2.0% and -7.6% respectively. 

Greece was again a key focus of global equity markets. After 

securing a “no” vote in a referendum on its creditors’ 

proposed reform package, the Syriza-led government 

subsequently caved in, agreeing to rush through long 

resisted economic reforms in order to access a new €86bn 

bailout and stay in the Eurozone. However, negotiations 

were continuing at month end and with still no agreement 

reached on key issues such as debt relief. European equity 

markets were generally stronger (German DAX +3.3%, 

France CAC40 +6.1%, Italy MIB30 +4.8%), supported by 

positive earnings reports and M&A activity. 

US economic data was generally strong during the month. 

Both the manufacturing and non-manufacturing ISM index 

rose to levels indicating strength in the US economy. Non-

farm payrolls for June rose by 223,000 (consensus: 233,000) 

and the unemployment rate fell to 5.3% (consensus: 5.4%, 

previous: 5.5%). Housing starts for June jumped 9.8% m/m 

to 1174k annualised. Existing home sales for June rose 3.2% 

m/m to a 5490k annual rate, the strongest pace since 

February 2007. CPI rose 0.4% m/m (consensus: +0.3%) and 

the yearly rate of growth of +0.2% y/y continued to 

accelerate, suggesting disinflation risk was receding, 

however, retail sales for June were weaker-than-expected, 

falling 0.3% m/m (consensus: +0.3%). Global government 

bond yields generally fell during the month despite the data 

and Fed Chair Janet Yellen reiterating that "economic 



 

conditions likely would make it appropriate at some point this 

year to raise the federal funds target rate". 

The Chinese equity market’s volatile ride continued with the 

Shanghai Composite Index (-14.3%) experiencing the largest 

one day fall in over 8 years during the month with more than 

60% of all stocks suspended from trading after falling by the 

daily limit. The government was quick to react to the selloff, 

announcing a range of unconventional measures including a 

ban on short selling and IPO’s, forced share purchases by 

state-owned investors, a ban on sales by major shareholders 

and direct credit support from the central bank. Concern 

around broader economic impacts mounted as PMI readings 

contracted for a fifth consecutive month. 

Commodity markets were weak on the back of the 

deteriorating outlook for China and sluggish pace of global 

growth. Brent oil fell (-18%) over the month with accelerating 

production from OPEC and expectations of additional supply 

from Iran also weighing on prices. Elsewhere iron ore was 

down (-8%), copper off (-10%), and gold (-7%) lower. 

Commodity currencies came under pressure, the A$ and C$ 

both depreciating ~5% against the US$. 

On the domestic economic front, NAB's survey of business 

conditions for June picked up strongly to +10.9 (previous: 

+6.4), the highest level since October 2014. Stronger than 

expected jobs growth (unemployment rate steady at 6.0%) 

continued for the third consecutive month. Dwelling 

commencements (by number) rebounded sharply in Q1-15 

by 8.6% q/q to a near a record high. However, Q1-15 (public 

& private, real) non-residential building commencements 

slumped 10%q/q (or down 21%y/y) to near the lowest level 

since Q209. Private sector credit outstanding rose by 

0.4%m/m in June (consensus: +0.5%) or 5.9%y/y. However, 

housing credit grew at 7.3% y/y, the highest since October 

2010 and within that, housing credit for investors accelerated 

to a 7-year high of +10.7% y/y, above APRA's 'threshold' of 

10% y/y, coercing banks to increase pricing to slow growth. 

We continue to see substantial upside (+40%) across a 

diversified portfolio of 54 names. Over the last 18 months, 

value stocks have generally remained unloved and out of 

favour with the market, while momentum and earnings 

certainty has been priced at a premium. A theme we see 

persistent in the broader S&P/ASX 300 Index as well. Sigma 

believes the market remains too pessimistic on earnings 

prospects for many of the predominantly cyclical companies 

we own. With strong balance sheets, supportive policy 

setting and compelling valuation upside, we believe investors 

will be compensated in the fullness of time for taking on more 

risk at a time when the market is paying up for earnings 

certainty. 

Portfolio Changes 

Stocks Added 

Murray Goulburn (MGC) which listed in July at a 20% 

discount to our valuation and a 6% fully franked dividend 

yield provides a discounted exposure to Asian consumer 

demand growth at an opportune time in the diary pricing 

cycle. 

 

Stocks Sold 

Atlas Iron (AGO) was sold during the month post being 

reinstated to the board. 

 

SG Fleet Group (SGF) was sold on valuation grounds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DISCLAIMER:  This document was prepared by Sigma Funds Management Pty Limited (ACN 137 097 075, AFSL 339901) 
(‘Sigma’). Sigma does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information contained in this 
document, and any persons relying on this information do so at their own risk. This document is provided for general information 
purposes to wholesale clients only. Accordingly, reliance should not be placed on this document as the basis for making an 
investment, financial or other decision. This document has been prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, 
financial situation or needs, and because of that, any person should before acting on the information, consider the 
appropriateness of the information having regard to the their objectives, financial situation and needs. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future performance. The Information Memorandum (IM) should be read in full before investing in the Fund 
and is available upon request. © Sigma 2015. 
 

 

Top 5 active positions 

Stock Active weight % 

Overweights:  

Ingenia Communities Group  4.9 

Tox Free Solutions 4.6 

ERM Power 4.5 

IMF Australia 3.5 

G8 Education 3.1 

Underweight:  

Veda Group  1.7 

M2 Telecom 1.7 

Liquefied Natural Gas 1.7 

Spotless Group Holdings 1.5 

Qube Logistics  1.5 

Note: Active weights refer to positions above benchmark only. 

 

Asset allocation 

Sector Active weight % 

Consumer Discretionary  7.2 

Utilities  6.0 

Industrials 5.4 

Information Technology 1.1 

Financials-A-REIT  0.5 

Financial-x- Real Estate  (1.4) 

Consumer Staples  (3.3) 

Energy (3.4) 

Materials (5.0) 

Telecommunication Services (5.2) 

Healthcare  (7.9) 

Cash & Other 6.0 

Note: Active weights refer to positions above or below benchmark. 

Strategy summary 

Sigma Emerging Companies is a ‘value based’ investment 

approach that specifically focuses on avoiding “value traps”, 

leading to: 

 

 Superior performance, 

 Lower risk, and 

 Increased consistency. 

What makes Emerging Companies unique? 

 Value-biased portfolio of 40 to 60 stocks 

 High conviction small cap positions: we back our ideas 

 Focused on downside protection through Sigma’s Value: 

Risk: Adjust investment approach 

What makes Sigma’s Emerging Companies Fund 
different?  

Most investment management firms comprise distinct Large 

Cap and Small Cap teams with separate incentive structures 

and competing interests. In contrast, Sigma’s Large Cap and 

Small Cap teams are equal partners and completely aligned 

to the success of two interlinked strategies: Sigma Select 

and Emerging Companies. As the best Small Cap ideas are 

also high conviction holdings in Select, the whole investment 

team is focused on delivering outperformance. 

About Sigma Funds Management 

 Value-style Australian equities manager which aims to 

outperform without the downside of “value traps” through 

an investment approach called Value: Risk Adjust 

 Independent and majority employee-owned firm founded 

in 2009 by six experienced investment professionals 

who previously worked together at a leading global 

investment manager 

Contact 

For more information contact Pinnacle Investment 

Management, the Fund’s distributor, on 1300 010 311. 

See also www.sigmafunds.com.au 

http://www.sigmafunds.com.au/

